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"One of the tasks of ROSKINO is to promote the level of 

Russian projects in the international arena. Observing the 

growing number and quality of co-production projects, 

we felt it necessary to respond to this demand and 

initiated an educational program in Russia for Russian 

professionals working in the co-production segment. 

The training was made together with one of the main 

European associations EAVE (European Audiovisual 

Entrepreneurs), which has been making similar 

programs all over the world for many years. We consider 

it extremely important not only to give theoretical and 

practical skills to producers, but also to help the films to 

find their own way. That's why the culmination of the 

program will be presentation of the most successful 

projects at BALTIC EVENT in Tallinn", notes ROSKINO 

general director Evgenia Markova.

"The Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation 

actively supports co-production projects. In 2019, we 

announced the first competition for the distribution of 

minority support for Russian film producers to 

participate in the creation of co-productions. The 

development of the educational vector, despite all the 

challenges of this year, is a priority for us and a 

sustainable foundation for the development of the 

industry. We are glad to start working in this direction 

with ROSKINO and our colleagues from EAVE" - says 

Olga Lubimova, Minister of Culture of the Russian 

Federation.

Евгения Маркова.

генеральный директор 

РОСКИНО 

Ольга Любимова

Министр культуры РФ



PROJECTS



Producer’s note of intention

“At this difficult time �e should pay more atten-
tion to international relations from the per-
specti�e of simple human relationships. The 
�orld is open for e�eryone. People ha�e oppor-
tunity of making friends �ith each other, no 
matter �here they are located. There are cer-
tain stereotypes that are common for this or 
that countries, to people of �arious cultures. By 
our film �e’d like to express our opinion that no 
matter �here you li�e, no matter �ho you are, 
the main thing that connect us all is lo�e. And as 
�e kno�, lo�e has no borders!”

Scriptwriter’s note of intention

“There is an unspoken rule in the circles of single 
�omen of fertile age in Russia: the best
men are Italians. So if you �ant to ha�e the best 
holidays, you go to Italy. And not just for
sex, it’s a pilgrimage journey for real lo�e. De-
pri�ed of attention, masculine beauty and
good �ine, Russian �omen become the best 
lo�ers, loyal friends and truly happy �i�es”

Zhanna graduated from MGIMO University as an interna-

tional relations specialist. She started her career in cinema 

distribution in 2005. Since 2014 Zhanna has been engaged 

in production and coproduction activity of the company.

Zhanna Shakhshaeva
producer

Ira is a writer and a director. She graduated from Mikhail 

Shchepkin Higher Theatre School and Moscow School of 

Documentary Film and Theatre of Marina Razbezhkina 

and Mikhail Ugarov. She is the author of such films as 

“Chyo”, “Belaz DREAMS”, “Oblutchentsy”.

Ira Vilkova
scriptwriter

Synopsys

This is a story about friendship and about ho� hard it is to find lo�e of your life. Su-

zanna goes to Italy after she broke up �ith her boyfriend �ho had cheated on her 

�ith her friend. 

She meets Alessio �ho introduces himself as Celentano’s nephe�. Suzanna spends a 

fe� lo�ely days at his �illa and then returns to St. Petersburg, Russia to her friends: 

real estate agent Tonya, Tonya’s assistant Angela and a single mother Lika. Tonya 

has a house for sale on Lake Como. She suggests that the girls go there for a Ne� Year 

celebration and in�ite Alessio and his Italian friends o�er. Alessio lied to the girls 

that his friend Luigi is a soccer coach, and they decide to in�ite some soccer players. 

As they don’t kno� real players, they drop by at the gas station �here the o�ner of 

the station Federico confuses them for a gay couple and hits Alessio. The guys per-

suade the gas station �orker Gio�anni and Federico to go �ith them to celebrate 

Ne� Year �ith Russian girls. And this is the moment �here ad�enture begins.
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Ciao



Producer’s note of intention

“E�en though my project CITY OF BIRDS co�ers 
through the eyes of its main protagonist Andrey 
the problems of the emigration of Je�s from the 
USSR in the late 1980s, it is no� as rele�ant as 
e�er. While the main storyline is about Andrey 
falling in lo�e �ith a local Italian girl, the un-
derlying general subject is about migration, as 
�ell as the existence bet�een t�o �orlds in 
sort of an exclusion zone. As such, the subject of 
relocation is urgent not only in Russia and 
Europe but also all o�er the �orld. What is 
more, the script author and I think about 
adding storylines that �ill enforce the theme of 
migration.”

Scriptwriter’s note of intention

“The human quest for the Promised Land is an 
eternal theme that transcends all borders. So is 
the human need for lo�e. But �hat if these t�o 
�ere in conflict? For Andrei, emigration be-
comes a blessing at first as it lands him in the 
arms of his belo�ed. But the blessing quickly 
turns into a fatal disease, figurati�ely... or 
maybe not. In this uncon�entional 
boy-meets-girl story, the boy kno�s that he’s 
either going to lose the object of his desire, or he 
stands to lose e�erything else: his family, his 
self-esteem, simply himself It’s an impossible 
choice, but he’ll ha�e to make it.”

Before making the leap into the film industry, Polina 

Schlicht worked several years in leading international 

investment companies. Her journey in the film business 

started in 2014, when she executive produced the official 

Sochi Paralympics documentary SPIRIT IN MOTION. In 

2015, Polina became CEO of Monumental Pictures. One of 

her most recent projects is ROW 19, which she executive 

produced and where the producers are Monumental 

Pictures, Central Partnership, Kit and the Russian Film 

Fund.

Polina Schlicht
producer

Alena received her MFA in Film from Columbia University 

in New York. She wrote screenplays for a number of 

feature films, such as WEDDING BY EXCHANGE (2011), 

PUPPET SYNDROME (2015) and ONE BREATH (2018). Her 

screenplays won awards both in Russia and abroad, 

including the Best Screenplay Award at the Polo Ralph 

Lauren Festival and the Milos Forman Fund Screenplay 

Fellowship for CITY OF BIRDS.

Alena Alova
scriptwriter

Synopsys

“City of Birds” is a drama about about the sacrifices �e make in our li�es. Andrei is 

16 years old, he is forced to gro� up quickly �hen his parents join the �a�e of Rus-

sian-Je�ish emigration of the late 1980s. They go to Ladispoli, a �inter abandoned 

seaside resort near Rome, �here the Hebre� Immigrant Aid Society and the Ameri-

can consulate hold the fates of the expatriates in their hands. While his parents 

�orry about their miserable allo�ance, the father’s sapped health and the upcom-

ing inter�ie� �ith an American consul, Andrei falls in lo�e �ith a local Italian girl, 

Sandra, and migrates to the promised land of his romance. Andrei and Sandra spend 

a �onderful time together. Little by little, their relationship gro�s as strong as a 

family bond. The only thought that poisons e�ery second of Andrei’s happiness is 

that his days �ith Sandra are soon to end. 
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City of Birds



Producer’s note of intention

“Beilis Case” is a passion project of Garpastum 
Pictures. We are happy that Yuri Arabo�’s 
script and Andrei Proshkin’s director's strategy 
ha�e been met �ith interest and trust by the 
Russian filmmaking industry: the project has 
already been supported by the Ministry of Cul-
ture of the Russian Federation. The script and 
the director's concept ha�e already interested 
such professionals as casting director Vladimir 
Golo� and production designer Kirill Shu�alo�”

Marina has a wide industry experience: she worked as a 

screenwriting agent and talent scout, launched a 

short-film sales agency, curated an Industry program at 

the 41st Moscow International Film Festival, and was a 

team member of Russian Film Week London and the 

Golden Unicorn Awards 2019. Also as a contributor, she 

wrote about the Russian film industry for Forbes.ru.

Marina Naumova
producer

Yuri is a Russian screenwriter, writer, poet and educator. 

He finished screenwriting courses at VGIK led by Nikolai 

Figurovsky in 1980. During the studies he met Alexander 

Sokurov who became his close friend and a regular 

collaborator since then. By 2017 they have produced 12 

feature films together.

Yuri Arabov
scriptwriter

Synopsys

This is an exciting story about Russian criminal life. The main theme of the picture is 

the passi�ity of a person, co�ardice and mental laziness, �hich turn out to be no 

less terrible than conscious e�il. And the only thing that can at least try to resist e�il 

and absurdity is the �illingness to sacrifice oneself.

Vera Cheberyak keeps a gangster den. She is a tough �oman, but not an in�eterate 

criminal. Rather, she is associated �ith thie�es by the circumstances of birth and 

life, a social circle - one of the bandits is her half-brother. She sings, paints, it seems 

to her that she �as not born for this life. But she is not ready to take risks trying to 

change fate. A ne� risky guy appears in to�n - Vaska the S�itchman. He beckons 

Vera and frightens.

It looks like a bandit, but something alien is felt in him, some faintly perceptible smell 

of alien life. Vera is right in her doubts. The s�itchman is an underco�er police agent 

�ho collects e�idence against the gang. He ad�ises Vera to run, but she is not ready.
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The Beilis Case



Producer’s note of intention

“The script of the film is based on a documenta-
ry component describing the heyday of unique 
youth subcultures in Russia that came from the 
West in 2000-s. This is a story about “lost” gen-
eration, children of the nineties, �ho found 
themsel�es in a situation �hen So�iet ideology 
�as left in the past, and no ideals ha�e come to 
replace it. Young people began to adopt the 
principles and models of beha�ior of Western 
subcultures such as emo, goths, punks, etc.”

Scriptwriter’s note of intention

“There �ere many films made in modern Russia 
about the So�iet years, about the 90s, but there 
�ere almost none about the 2000s. This period 
seems to ha�e dropped out of Russian history. 
The influence of Western subcultures on the 
young generation born in the 90s and raised in 
the 2000s has ne�er been reflected in Russian 
cinema. Although subcultures ha�e had a great 
influence on the formation of personalities �ho 
shape the image of today's Russia.”

Born in Russia in 1996. Finished All-Russian National 

Institute of Cinematography – VGIK as Film and TV Produc-

er, Faculty of Film Production as well as Moscow State 

Linguistic University – MSLU Bachelor – French, English, 

Italian (Education of foreign languages and cultures).

At the beginning of the career, Elina worked as a producer 

assistant in film companies «Artlite» and «Invada Film» 

which are specialized on feature fiction projects produc-

tion and co-production («The body tree», «Reverb», «The 

factory» etc).

Kasatkina Elina
producer

In 2018 Andrey Garyazh finished Higher Courses for 

Scriptwriters and Directors (VKSR), scriptwriter 

workshop of O. Agishev and E.Ushmukhamedov.  Andrey 

is now practicing screenwriting on short films and 

feature film, as well as other kind of projects. In collabo-

ration, Andrey and Ksenia (2nd screenwriter and «The 

Fan»’s director) have already written 3 films, which ware 

successfully done and released at festivals, online.

Andrey Garyazh
scriptwriter

Synopsys

2007 year. Anya is a nai�e, romantic schoolgirl of fifteen. Looks like emo and is a fan 

of the �estern rock band and their lead singer Ben. Anya li�es in a small pro�incial 

to�n �ith her grandfather and brother Gosha. On the fan's Internet forum of the 

group, Anya communicates �ith her friends - Shami and Kill. Shami li�es in 

Mosco�, Kill li�es in Siberia. The friends ha�e ne�er seen each other.

The group is going to gi�e a concert in Mosco� and announces a competition for the 

best gift - apersonal meeting �ith Ben. Anya �ins, but her grandfather flatly refuses 

to let her into Mosco�. Anya steals the «kopeyka» car, VAZ-2101, from her grandfa-

ther at night. The car stalls along the �ay. Anya gets to Mosco� in the back of a Ga-

zelle. Brother Gosha goes to Mosco� for Anya.

In Mosco�, Anya picks up an in�itation to a meeting �ith Ben. Meets Shami and Kill 

at «Drunken Yard», a gathering point for �arious subcultures. Kill flies in �ith her 

mother Lucy. Lucy is trying to join the youth company, but it looks stupid and inap-

propriate.
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The Fan



Producer’s note of intention

“We see this project as an organic international 
co-production that should qualify under the 
rules of the European Con�ention. The role of 
Anna is �ithout �orlds, and �e �ere thinking 
of a European actress - it has to be someone 
"alien" looking, not Russian - someone �ho 
looks like an Angel or a Little Mermaid in this 
cold Russian fishing �illage. Among our ideas 
as Shira Haas from Israel. Also, shooting can 
take place in authentic Kamchatka (Russia), 
but also in the Baltic states depending on the 
contribution from partners”

Ksenia had been working as a producer of the Sputnik 

Vostok, the first producer company in Russia with titles 

both at Amazon Prime (Londongrad) and Netflix Originals 

(Better than us). Ksenia used to live in China and the USA 

and has more than 10 years experience in gathering global 

collaboration projects.

Letova Ksenia
producer

Film Director and Screeptwriter of the project is Ivan 

Tverdovskiy jr. Ivan has graduated from VGIK (A. Uchitel 

class). Since 2012 – curator of a short program at the 

Moscow International Film Festival. Ivan is the author of 

14 films. He received his first Kinotavr prize for a short 

movie while still being a student. His debut in feature 

films ("Correction Class") received many prizes at various 

festivals.

Ivan Tderdovskiy jr.
scriptwriter

Synopsys

Trofim and Sofia are a dysfunctional childless couple li�ing in a remote northern 

fishing �illage. Desperate for a daughter, Sofia decides to adopt her distant niece - 

fifteen-year-old Anna �ho has a disability since birth – she is mute.

The �illage is a cruel and cold place. Feelings and relationships are rough there. Anna 

starts at a ne� school and seems to fall in lo�e �ith a ne� classmate Dima. She par-

ticipates in a raid organized by some kids from school – they �ere trying to rob local 

fishermen and got caught by police. At home, Anna is se�erely beaten by Trofim. One 

morning, Sofia disco�ers Anna and Trofim ha�ing intercourse in Trofim’s room. She 

quietly exists and pretends that she hasn’t seen anything. She ne�er spoke �ith 

Trofm about it, but since this incident she can’t stand seeing Anna at her house. 

Anna mo�es to Dima’s house and tries to start a ne� life there.

Water is rising in the �illage – it happens e�ery year. Trofim �ith other men are 

building a dam that should protect the �illage from the flood.
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The Flood



Producer’s note of intention

“I ha�e been �orking in film production for 
more than six years no�, �ith my first feature 
film as a producer released in 2017. During this 
years, I managed to establish a core net�ork on 
the Russian market, including creati�e talent, 
pri�ate in�estors, and distributors. I’�e also 
been successful in �orking �ith state funding 
institutions in Russia – �ith fi�e projects in 
slate financed by the Ministry of Culture of 
Russia.”

Scriptwriter’s note of intention

“I �ould like to exp�lore the theme of coming of 
age in Russia today. Ho� is it different from 
coming of age any�here else? On the one hand, 
the story is uni�ersal, as a young person today, 
ha�ing just finished school, is sometimes o�er-
�helmed by the �ariety of choices he or she has, 
to the extent that he is unable to make a choice. 
This is something that �e see in young genera-
tion these days.”

Founder of Vega Film – a film production company, with 

the main focus on first features, documentaries and films 

engaging urgent social topics. Among the emerging 

talents that Vega Film opened in Russian cinema are such 

names as Kseniya Zueva, Evgeniya Yatskina, Alyona Rubin-

stein, Maria Ignatenko, Veta Geraskina. Their directorial 

debuts were very well received at both Russian and 

international film festivals, including Moscow, Pacific 

Meridian, Tallinn Black Nights, Zlin and Stalker IFF, as well 

as “Kinotavr”.

Katerina Mikhaylova
producer

Julia Trofimova studied Screenwriting and Filmmaking in 

New York Film Academy (USA) in 2018 and Moscow 

School of New Cinema (Russia) in 2018–2019. In 2018 she 

directed a dramedy short film “Eulogy for Denis K.” 

(Russia). In 2019 she directed a dark comedy short “The 

Narrator” (USA/Russia) and a sci-fi drama short “The 

Tram” (Russia). In 2020 Julia directed a pilot for dramedy 

web series “Instalife”. All her short films have been 

running successfully at 70+ world festivals.

Julia Trofimova
scriptwriter

Synopsys

16-year old Sasha has just finished school and postpones his application to the local 

uni�ersity. He does not kno� �hat he �ants to do in life. He likes to dra�, but he isn’t 

sure he has a talent. His mother Sophia does not think dra�ing or any other art is a 

serious career choice. She has a prejudice against art, as her ex-husband, Sasha’s 

father left them follo�ing his dream to be a rock musician. Sasha a�oids serious re-

lations �ith girls, although his schoolmate Lizz likes him.
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The Land Named Sasha



Producer’s note of intention

“Yakut film is a hot topic in the Russian film 
industry today. The ne�s of Inga Shepele�a’s 
�ictory at the All Russian Debutante Pitching 
Competition in Yakutia this year made the 
headlines in key professional publications, and 
garnered interest among Russia’s entire cine-
matic community. Our goal is to deli�er a Yakut 
project �ith international theatrical potential. 
We belie�e that the narrati�e of this project �ill 
cross cultural boundaries, and its aesthetic �ill 
o�ercome people's misgi�ings to�ards World 
Cinema, �ithout losing the authenticity of the 
�orld �e are portraying.”

Scriptwriter’s note of intention

“My feature film script is inspired and based on 
a no�el I �rote that carries the same title. I �as 
born and raised in Yakutia and ha�e al�ays felt 
strongly about addressing the issues surround-
ing my people’s national identity, history, and 
spirituality in my �ork. The story The White 
Ship �as included in the long-list of a prestig-
ious �riter’s debutante a�ard in Russia and 
opened the �ay for me into literature. Since 
then, Yakut mythology, culture, and language 
ha�e al�ays been at the heart of my poetry and 
stories.”

Yanna Buryak is the founder of MIMESIS, a full-cycle film 

production company, and VOSTOK, the first Russian short 

film sales agency. MIMESIS productions have participated 

in Les Arcs Co-production Village, European Short Pitch, 

and East-West Talent Lab, as well as over 100 international 

film festivals around the world, including Berlinale, 

Krakow, Leeds.

Yanna Buryak
producer

In 2018 – 2019 she was involved in the production of 

music videos. She wrote and directed music videos for 

famous Russian performers Shortparis и Naadia. In 2020 

her feature debut project The White Ship won the 

All-Russian Debutante Pitching Competition in Yakutia, 

the cash prize went towards covering the expenses of an 

expedition to Yakutia where a teaser for the film was 

produced.

Inga Shepeleva
scriptwriter

Synopsys

The lo�e story of a Yakut music teacher and a Russian headmaster unfolds after Pe-

restroika, in the era follo�ing the fall of the So�iet regime.  The head of the school 

choir in a small Yakut city has attracted the reputation of being an eccentric ‘holy 

fool’: fifty years old, she li�es alone, and has no friends or family. Ignoring social con-

�entions, she lets the spirit �orld guide her life, and is haunted by terrible phantoms 

of the past. This manifests in her obsessi�e beha�iour: decade after decade, she 

teaches the children the same exact song, The White Ship. Her neighbours and col-

leagues fear her, shunning and making fun of the a�k�ard �oman. Her pupils ne�-

ertheless lo�e their Music Teacher despite her oddities – they kno� about her para-

normal abilities, and enjoy it �hen she takes her class out to the ri�er bank.
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The White Ship



SCHEDULE



Monday November 16
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9.30 – 11.00 group work 

11.30 – 12.00 break

12.00 – 13.30 group work

13.30 – 14.30 lunch break

14.30 – 16.30 group work

16.30 – 17.00 break

9.30 – 11.00 group work 

11.30 – 12.00 break

12.00 – 13.30 group work

13.30 – 14.30 lunch break

14.30 – 16.30 group work

16.30 – 17.00 break

Wednesday November 18

11:00–11:30

Gabor zoom: The Fan, Elina Kasatkina

Natalia in person: Ciao, Zhanna Shakhshaeva

 

11:30–12:00

Gabor zoom: The Beilis Case, Marina Naumova

Natalia in person: City of Birds, Polina Schlicht

12:00–12:30

Gabor zoom: Ciao, Zhanna Shakhshaeva

Natalia in person: The Fan, Elina Kasatkina

 

12:30–13:00

Gabor zoom: City of Birds, Polina Schlicht

Natalia in person: The Beilis Case, Marina Naumova

 

11:00–11:30

Gabor zoom: The Fan, Elina Kasatkina

Natalia in person: Ciao, Zhanna Shakhshaeva

 

11:00–11:30

Gabor zoom: The Fan, Elina Kasatkina

Natalia in person: Ciao, Zhanna Shakhshaeva

 

11:30–12:00

Gabor zoom: The Beilis Case, Marina Naumova

Natalia in person: City of Birds, Polina Schlicht

12:00–12:30

Gabor zoom: Ciao, Zhanna Shakhshaeva

Natalia in person: The Fan, Elina Kasatkina

 

12:30–13:00

Gabor zoom: City of Birds, Polina Schlicht

Natalia in person: The Beilis Case, Marina Naumova

 

11:00–11:30

Gabor zoom: The Fan, Elina Kasatkina

Natalia in person: Ciao, Zhanna Shakhshaeva

 

   BREAK
…

…

13:30–14:00

Gabor zoom: The Flood, Ksenia Letova

Natalia in person: The White Ship, Yanna Buryak

 

14:00–14:30

Gabor zoom: The Land Named Sasha, Katerina Mikhaylova

Natalia in person: The Flood, Ksenia Letova

14:30–15:00

Gabor zoom: The White Ship, Yanna Buryak

Natalia in person: The Land Named Sasha, Katerina Mikhaylova

   BREAK
…

…

13:30–14:00

Gabor zoom: The Flood, Ksenia Letova

Natalia in person: The White Ship, Yanna Buryak

 

14:00–14:30

Gabor zoom: The Land Named Sasha, Katerina Mikhaylova

Natalia in person: The Flood, Ksenia Letova

14:30–15:00

Gabor zoom: The White Ship, Yanna Buryak

Natalia in person: The Land Named Sasha, Katerina Mikhaylova

Monday November 17

9.30 – 11.00 group work 

11.30 – 12.00 break

12.00 – 13.30 group work (visited by Gabor Greiner)

13.30 – 14.30 lunch break

14.30 – 16.00 group work

16.00 – 16.30 break

16.30 – 18.30 group work

9.30 – 11.00 group work 

11.30 – 12.00 break

12.00 – 13.30 group work (visited by Gabor Greiner)

13.30 – 14.30 lunch break

14.30 – 16.00 group work

16.00 – 16.30 break

16.30 – 18.30 group work




